The Law [1]

- Fundamentals of IHL [2]
- Principle of distinction [3]
- Combatants and POWs [4]
- Wounded, sick and shipwrecked [5]
- Civilian population [6]
- Conduct of hostilities [7]
- Naval warfare [8]
- Air warfare [9]
- Non-international armed conflict [10]
- Implementation mechanisms [11]
- State responsibility [12]
- Criminal repression [13]
- IHL and human rights [14]
- ICRC [15]

The Practice [16]

- by Topic [17]
  - Applicability of IHL [18]
  - Combatants and POWs [19]
  - Medical personnel, facilities and transports [20]
  - Wounded, sick and shipwrecked [21]
  - Civilian population [22]
- Civilian objects [23]
- Occupation [24]
- Conduct of Hostilities [25]
- Naval and Air Warfare [26]
- Non-international armed conflict [27]
- Implementation Mechanisms [28]
- State Responsibility [29]
- Criminal Repression [30]
- IHL and Human Rights [31]
- ICRC [32]

- **By Region** [33]
  - Africa [34]
  - The Americas [35]
  - Asia and The Pacific [36]
  - Europe and Central Asia [37]
  - Middle East [38]

- **By Document** [39]
  - General Statements on International Humanitarian Law [40]
  - Chronology of Cases and Documents Relating to Past and Contemporary Conflicts [41]

**Pedagogical resources** [42]

- Remarks on Teaching IHL [43]
- Developing Stand-Alone IHL Courses [44]
- Including IHL in other courses [45]
- Your Contribution [46]
- Other Resources [47]
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